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Introduction
The classical path approximation whi c h is used in most . line broade ning th eori es, as well as many othe r atomIC and molecular proble ms, is not always clearl y unde rstood bec ause it is based on rath er he uri sti c argume nts. Pre viou s deriv a ti ons hav e relied more on ;> physical insight than mathe mati cal analysis he nce suc h feature s as the neglec t of " bac k reaction " and > the ass umpti on that the density ma trix is " diagonal in wave packe t states" are not give n to concise math emati cal state me nts. In this paper , sta ti stical me thods are used in deflVlll g a precise math e mati cal e xpression for th e ? "thermal average ." The approxim a ti ons used will be giv e n as ma the mati cal s ta te me nts whi c h a re easil y r understood both physicall y and ma the ma ti cally. It is hoped .that thi s appr?ac h will be of . some pe dagogical value III unde rstandlll g th e foundatIOn s of the usual classical path me thods .
In the following paper [1] I , he nceforth referre d to as II, thi s approac h will be e xte nde d to s how how the usual bin ary collision theori es are obtained , and a sys te matic m ethod for improvin g these th eori es is outlined.
Construction of a Mathematical Model
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I Fi gures in brac ke ts in d ica te th e lit era tu re refe re nces at th e e nd of thi s pape r.
ab sorption) is us ually produ ced by a s mall number of particles, and the s pectral lines are s hifte d and broade ned by the interac tion between these radiators and the r emaind er of the particles in the gas. Since th e number of radi a tors is usually a ve ry s mall fraction of the total number of particles in th e gas, the average di s tance betwee n radiators will be large e nough that an y direct interactions be tween th e m are negli gible. W e will the refore regard the gas as bein g divided into a large numbe r of cells in s uch a way that eac h cell co ntain s one radi a tor a nd a large numbe r of perturbin g particl es. We will ass um e th at th e particles at the border be tw ee n adj acent cells are effec tively at infinit y with res pect to the radiators; that is, the interacti on be twee n a r adiator and a perturber at the edge of a cell is negli gibly s mall. The di stribution of parti cles at the borde r be twee n c~ll s will th en be uniform (i. e. , not alte red by th e prese nce of the radiators) and we may neglect all inte rac tions be twee n cells provided that we maintain this uniform di s tributi on near the ed ge s of the cells.
We have now re prese nted the gas by a collection of noninte racting cells. Eac h cell may be described by a Hamiltonian of the form
wh er e Ha is an unperturbed Hamiltonian for the radiator, Hp is an unperturbed Hamiltonian for th e re maining particles in the cell (henceforth called the pe rturbers), and V represents the interaction b e twee n th e radiator and these perturbers.
The probability per unit time that a cell, initially in the state 1m >, will make a spontaneous dipole tran sition to another state, In>, is [2] (2) where 1m> and In> are H eigenstates belonging to the eigenvalues Em and En , Wmn is the frequen cy difference (E",-En)jh, and d is th e dipole moment of th e cell. Since we are interested only in line spectra, we ma y exclude the continuum radiation produ ced by the perturbers (bre msstrahlun g, e tc.) by excluding the dipole moment of the perturbers. That is, d will be the dipole moment operator for the radiator, thus ig· noring all tran sitions whi c h do not involve a change in th e dipol e mom e nt of the radiator. The power radiated when a cell makes a dipole transition from 1m> to In> is just hWI/I II P/1/II, and the contribution thi s males to the total power spectrum emitted by the gas is hWmIlP1/l1l0(W-WI/1II) or peW) = (4w 4 j3c 3 )O(W-Wmn) l<mldln>12 (3) if we use delta functions as natural lines. If one wishes to use very narrow Lorentzian natural lines [3] , it is necessary only to use a complex frequency variable in place of w; this is of little practical importan ce although it is a mathemati cal convenience for some problems. In P(w), negative values of W (or Wlnn) represent absorptive transitions. The total power spectrum emitted by the gas is obtained by adding the contributions, P (w), from each of the cells. Since all cells have the same spectrum of accessible states (H eigenstates), this will turn out to be a weighted sum of eq (3) over all possible initial and final states. If the total number of cells (total number of radiators in the gas) is NR and if the probability of finding a cell (one radiator plus its perturbers) in the initial state 1m> is pm, then the number of cells initially in the state 1m> is NRPm. Since Pmn , given by eq (2), is the probability that a cell initially in the state 1m> will make a dipole transition to the state In >, any given transition Im>~ In> will occur in NRp",Pmn of the cells in the gas. The power radiated by this group of cells is hWlIlllNlIp",Pmn and their contribution to the total power spectrum is hWmIlNllpmPlIIIIO(W-WI/lII) ' We obtain the total power spectrum for the gas by summing this expression over all possible I m> ~ In > transi· tions. The total power radiated per unit frequency interval is thus given by P7'(w) = (4NRw4j3c3)kmnO(W -W",n) 1< mldln >12Pm.
(4)
This exp ression is equivalent to summing eq (3) over all 1m > ~ In> transitions, weighting each term by NIIPm, the number of cells initially in the state
lin> .
In most line broadening problems one is interested only in a small range of frequencies which pertains to a single broadened lin e. In such a case the factor w4 in eq (4) does not change appreciably, and most of the frequency depende nce of P (w) is contained in the sum over O(W-Wmn). We thus defin e a line shape function, l(w) , by The evaluation of lew ) is the central problem of line broadening theories. Since eq (6) is not multi· < plied by Nil, we see that it is ne cessary to consider I only a single cell (with appropriate weighting of the .( initial states) when e valuating lew ). For this reason, most line broade ning theories start out with a mathe· '1 mati cal model whic h contains a single radiator im· mersed in a gas of perturbing particles. W e have I included this section merely to justify the use of such .~ a model, and in all following section s we will refer j to this model rath er th an the gas as a whole.
The Weak Coupling Approximation
./ \ Using the results of the previous section, it can I easily be shown [4, 5, 6 ] that the line shape for spectral radiation is given by
where C(t) is a correlation function which has the property C
*(t)=C(-t). For dipole radiation , C(t)
is an autocorrelation function of the dipole operator d for the radiator. This function may be given by
where T(t ) and P are the time development opera· tor [7] and density matrix for the system (a radiator < and its perturbers) and the trace is over all states of the system.
The autocorrelation function C(t) may be given various physical interpretations. Some of these inter· pretations are discussed in detail in section 7.
Following Fano [8, 9] , we regard the system as being composed of two weakly coupling subsystems; <;
subsystem "a" is the radiator (e.g., an atom, molecule, . etc.) while subsystem "p" is the gas of perturbers. The Hamiltonian, H, for the system has been given in eq (1) by (Ha+ Hp+ V) where Ha and Hp are Hamil· I tonians describing the radiator and perturber sub· j systems and V represents a coupling interaction ' between these subsystems [10] . \' We ass ume that the radiator and the gas of per· turbers are statistically independent ; that is, the state of the perturbers does not depend explicitly on the state of the radiator, and vice versa. This is the neglect of "back reaction" in the density matrix. A mathemat· ",I ical statement of this approximation has been given by Fano [9] in terms of the density matrix: (9) where p(a) and p(P) depend only on radiator and perturber variables respectively. As a first approximation we assume that each subsystem is in equilibrium: \ (Hp ) . (10) For a cano ni cal ensemble. p ex: exp {-H/kT} ; thi s req uires that exp { -V/kT} be replaced by unit y leaving p 0: exp{-(H,,+Hp)/kT} whi ch has th e , form req uired by eqs (9) and (10) . Th e interp re tati on of thi s approximatio n is a matter of so me import a nce and it will be discussed in detail in se c tion 8. The assumption of statistical inde pe nd e nce, eq (9), permits one to write the correlation function, eq (8), >-in the form (11) where the subscripts on th e trace opera ti ons denote a trace over states of the indi cated s ubsystem [9] . ;> The bracket (. . .) represents an ensemble aver· age ove r the perturber s ub system. This average takes th e place of the us ual " ther mal average."
>-
. The Perturber Ensemble
W e have ass umed that th e radiator and the perturbe r s ubsystems are statistica ll y indepe nd e nt. The de nsity operator, p()J ) , for the perturber s ubsys -, te rn will therefore be the same as th e de nsity operator for an isolate d gas of N parti cles in a volum e 'Y (the volume of a cell) maintaine d at a co nstant te mperature T. Given th e restri c tion s (N, 'Y , T) , there a re many possible configurations of pos iti ons, x = (Xl, X t . . • , XN) , and velocities, v = ( VI , V2, . . . , v.v), for th e particles which are co ns istent with thes e mac ros co pi c ;. co nstraints . Spe aking quantum mechanically , we say that th e re are m a ny differe nt state functions, cp(x, t), whi ch co uld des c ribe s uc h an isolated gas. We may index e a c h of th ese possibilities with a s upe rs cript (i), and we imagjne a collection of perturber gases,
called an e nsemble [11] . Each cp(i)(x , t) must be a solution of the Schriidinger equation,
)-which is normaliz e d to unity:
Due to its math e mati cal nature, the co nce pt of an e nsemble is not readily give n to simple physi cal ,.. inte rpretations. H owever, in th e following section it will be s how n that , by neglecting the influence of t th e radiator on the state of th e perturbers which , surround it (i. e., " bac k reaction " e ffects in the wave functions) , a phys ical interpre tation of the ensemble is possible. In that case we may regard each of the cells discussed in section 2 as being a member of ? the ensemble (provided that there are enough cells); that is, each cp(i) will then r e prese nt on e of t.h e possible states for th e perturbers in a cell and, for a given state of the radiator, the superscript i may th en be used to index th e cells. It must be e mphasized th at in this section we are not representing th e wave fun ction for th e perturbers in the cells by cp( i). At this point we are simpl y co ns tructing an approximate density operato r for these perturbers which is based on an isolated gas. In th e following section we will use the cp(i) as basis functions in co nstructing wave function s for the perturbers in the cells , however, the treatm e nt of th e wave functions in the following section is distinct from the discussion of the statistics in thi s section.
For an isolated gas, e ne rgy wo uld be a constant of the motion hen ce eac h cp(i) will be a n eige nfun ction of H" [13] . If we defi ne a co mpl e te orth o normal
th e n , from e qs (12) and (13), it is obvious that
Us in g th e notation
ii,(x) = ( x lk)
Equation (16) may also be written in th e form
Th e probability of findin g th e gas of pe rturbe rs in a particular s tate cp(i) will be de note d by q(i) , a nd th e q(i ) will be normalized so . that (19) The density operator, p(p) is the n de fin e d [9 ] by a sum over all possible states cp(i), weighting each by its probability of occurrence q(i): (20) For the mac roscopic constraints N, 'Y , and T, the statistical weights are given by
where E~P are the Hp eigenvalues. Since th e states cp(i) are Hp eigenfunctions, they are also eigenfunctions of the operator exp(-Hp/ kT)/Trp{ exp(-Hp/ kT)} having the eigenvalues q(i) as given by eq (21) . Using this property and a closure relation for the cp(i) we may combine eqs (20) and (21) to obtain a more familiar form for p(p).
It is obvious, from thi s equation, that the perturber density matrix is diagonal between eigenstat€s of H p. Since the states cpU) (x, t) are eigenfunctions of Hp , the den sity matrix will be diagonal between these states. In the following section it will be assumed that cp(i)(x, t) may, under certain conditions, be viewed as a product of wave packets for each of the perturbers. We will then be able to state that the density matrix is "diagonal in wave packet states."
Approximate Wave Functions
In this section, approximations will be made con· cerning the form of the wave functions for the system (radiator and perturbers). We will derive the wave functions used by Baranger [4] , retaining the super· script (i) notation of the previous section in order to clarify the influence of the perturbers in these wave functions.
The wave functions for the system must be solu· tions of the Schrodinger equation
At some initial time, t = 0, we may require that the perturber gas be represented by one of the wave functions cp(i):
"\ That is, at some instant in time, the coupling inter-" action V will be sma]] and the perturbers will behave like an isolated gas at that instant. Equation (27) constitutes the boundary condition for 'IT. Substituting eq (25) into the Schrodinger equation, eq (23) , and using the orthogonality of the cp(h) , we obtain a set of coupLed equations for the coefficients X(k):
where
We will now assume that the state of the perturbers is not affected by the interaction V; that is,
With this approximation the states cpU) may be regarded as approximate V eigenfunctions, where x is a 3N-vector (XI, X2, . . . , XN), which denotes the positions of the N perturbers, and R denotes the internal coordinates of the radiator (e.g., for an atom, R denotes the positions of the orbital electrons).
We wish to expand the wave functions 'IT(R, x, t) in terms of some complete set of basis functions for the system. Since the functions fh'(x) , introduced in the previous section, form a complete set for the perturber subsystem and the Ha eigenfunctions, which we shall call gj(R) , form a complete set for the radiator subsystem, we may expand 'I'(R, x, t) in the following manner:
where the ajh·(t) are to be determined by using eq (23) and some boundary condition on 'IT.
Using eq (16) we may rewrite eq (24) in the form
" where the coefficients (26) j must be determined by requiring that 'IT satisfy the Schrodinger equation, eq (23), as well as some boundary condition.
(32)
as well as H /! eigenfunctions. This relation provides / a mathematical statement of the neglect of "back < reaction" in the wave functions. Since the state of the perturbers is now unaffected by the presence of the atom, the coupling term in eq (28) vanishes and, using the boundary condition given in eq (27), we readily obtain the approximate wave function
where X(i) satisfies the equation
.1
Comparing eqs (12) , (29) (23) , because the latter is, in ge ne r al, n ot separable equati on. It would be possible to find solutions of tbe form X(I)(R , x , t) <p(i)(x , t ), but the " radiator wav e fun c ti on ," Xli), wo uld th e n r de pe nd explicitly on the pe rturb e r coordin a tes, x , I as we ll as Rand t . B y neglectin g " bac k reacti on ," > according to e q (32), we have obta in ecl a n app roxi-I ma te wave fun c ti o n of th e form X(i) <p (i) whe re Xli) does not de pe nd explicitly o n pe rturbe r coo rdin ates. The s upe rscript (i) whic h a ppears on thi s " radi a tor wa ve fun c ti on" indi cates th at Xli) does de pe nd implicitly on th e s ta te of the perturbe rs through the effective pote nti al VW(t) ; that is , we ge t different (' fun c tion s V(iJ for eac h of the possible states <pli)o A general procedure for approximating the s olution ~, of the S c hrodin ger equation (23) it will be s hown that whe n these bac k re ac tion e ffects beco me important, th e classical path approximation is breakin g down an ywa y.] In this case, it would be more l conv e ni e nt to use the HI) eige nfun c ti ons as a basis set ( in e valuating th e trace over perturbe r coordinates , (i.e., the the rmal a ve rage as defin ed by eq (ll )). The pe rturb er de ns ity matrix would the n be di ago nal, but , it would be necessary to make a fully qu a ntum mec hani cal calculation of the time develo pm e nt o pe rator (similar to that discussed by Baranger [4, 5) ). Suc h a . procedure would not be a classic al path calcula tion and we will not consider thi s case an y furth er.
)-
In kee pin g with the us ual classical pa th treatme nt , we ne xt ass ume that eac h wa ve fun c tion <p(i) (x, t) may be expresse d as a produ ct of wave pac ket states <P)i)(xj, t) for e ac h of the pe rturbe rs :
~ The wave pac ke ts, cpp, a re assumed to be sharply loc alize d during th e times of inte rest in line broadenin g_ Although one does not usually think of ene rgy e ige nstates as bein g wa ve pac kets, it is nonetheless possible for a wa ve pac ke t state to be an approximate eige nfunctio n of both H" a nd V (as re quired by eq (32)) ha vin g e ige nvalu es EW and V(i )( t) whi c h a re class ical fun c ti o ns of pe rturbe r coordinates. Th e validity of thi s a pproxim a tio n is di sc usse d in section (8) .
W e now note that the influe nce of the pe rturbe rs whi c h is impli c it in VU)( t ) may be specifi e d by giv in g th e loca tio ns, x)i), of th e peaks of the pac kets <pp , as well as th ei r group veloc iti es, v)i). W e thu s comple te th e class ical pa th pi c ture by re gardin g the wave pac ke ts <p.li) as class ical particles desc ribe d by their pos ition s x~O) and velocities v(i)= (vIi) , vg) , . . . , vW).
Since the wave packets <P)i) are as s um ed to be sharply loc alized , we may replace VU)(t) by a classical pote nti al fun ction. That is,
is a class ical pote ntial fun cti o n of th e 3N-vectors x li) and v(i), th e o per a tor R, a nd th e tim e t.
The Thermal Average
To obtain an expression for the "thermal average" in eq (ll ), we must first obtain an expression for the tim e developm e nt operator , T( t), for the total syste m. Since we are approximatin g the wave fun c tion 'I'(R , x , t) by 'I'(i)(R , x , t), we will need the corresponding time developme nt operator T<ll(t) whic h is defin ed by
Fro m eqs (33) and (34), we see th at thi s o pe ra tor may be writte n in the fo rm (38) wh ere T<d)( t ) is the solutio n of with th e bound ary co nditi o ns T<d) (O) = 1. S ince d (see eq (11 ) ) is the dipole ope rator for the radiator, it will commute with the perturbe r Hamiltonian Hp and we may write (40) Substituting this identity into the "the rmal average" in eq (11), we obtain
where ik> denotes an arbitrary basis vector for the perturber subsystem. Since n;)( t) has no explicit depe ndence on perturber coordinates (i.e., it depends o n perturbers implicitly through the coordinates x(i), v(i) of th e wave pac ke ts cp(i»), we have Substituting thi s identity into eq (41), we see that we need only the diago nal matrix elements of p(p) in the s tates Ik >. Using th e matrix elements of p(p)
as given by eq (20) and noting th e normalization co ndition of eq (16), we obtain
< ... >= 2:q(i)7'9/( t )d7'i),(t ) .
(43)
To complete our evaluation of the " thermal average ," we must express this weighted average in a form which is amenable to practical calculations.
Since q(i) is a function of E(j], defined by eq (21), we may express q(i) as a fun ction of x(i) and v(i) by usin g
where Vp denotes the interaction between perturbers. If the radi ator is an ion in a plasma, we may add a Coulomb interaction , Vo(x(i)) , to Hp [10] . This expression is co nsistent with the wave packet interpretation of cp(l) (x, t) .
In the classical limit, the sum over (i) is re placed by an integral over x(i) and v(i). We may thus write q(i) in the form
where Q is the classical partition function
Q = J J exp {-E\P(x(i), y(i») /kT}dx(i)dy(i). (46)
We may now write the "thermal average" in the form
< .. . >=Q-I J Jdx(i)dv(Oex p {-EW(x(i), y(i)) /k T}
where the time development operator T1P(
is obtained by solving eq (39) with the ciassical potential V(i)(R, x(i) , y(i), t). This expression will be reduced to the more familiar averages over collision variables (velocity, impac t parameter, etc.) in II.
The Autocorrelation Function
. 1. The Influence of the Density Matrix and the Wave Functions
Before discussing the validity of th e approximations concerning the density matrix and the wave functions (sec. 8), it is useful to first conside r the roles they play in determining the line s hape. S ince the line shape has been given as a Fouri er transform of the autocorrelation function , eq (7), it is co nve nient to ' study this function as well.
The autocorrelation fun c tion was defi ne d in eq (8) ': by Crt) = ~~ and p is an equilibri um density matrix for a radiator and its perturbers. Since both p and T(t) are fun ctions of H (see eq (1)), they will commute at all tim es (i.e., p is s tationary) and we may write
Tr{d·d(t)p} where d(t) = T t (t)dT(t)
for any time to. This relation is characteristic of a ~ stationary random process and it indi cates that wh e n we speak of an initial tim e, we are refe rring to any arbitrarily c hosen instant, not some time infinitel y .( far in th e past. In writing C(t)=Tr{d'd(t)p} we have arbitrarily c hosen t= 0 as our initial time. Auto· correlation functions [15] such as Crt) fall to zero as t increases; this represents the loss of correlation be tween the dipole mom e nt at the time t = 0 and its value at some later tim e.
We may regard the trace, in the defining relation for Crt), as a sum over all possible initial configuratio ns of perturbers and initial states of the radiator; each term in this sum is weighted by the matrix element of p which gives the probability of finding the corresponding initial state. We may also interpret this trace as a s um over cells, with each initial state corres pondin g to a given radiator-perturber configuration as discussed in section 2. For each initial state there will be a dipole moment , d, and at so me time t later this moment will have c hanged to d (t). Once the initial state has been specified , the temporal change in d is determined solely by the time development operator T(t), and is not influenced by the statistics (density matrix) in any way.
We may now think of the line shape as being obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the d . d(t ) co ntribution from each initial state, and then summing these Fourier transforms, weighting each term by '\ the appropriate density matrix element (the probability of occurrence of a given configuration in a cell). It is thus apparent that the density matrix ca n influence the line shape only by its weighting of each d . d(t ) co ntribution; the wave functions influence lew ) only by their effect on the calculation of each d . d(t) ./l term. The influence of the density matrix is quite distinct from the influence of the wave functions, and similarly, approximations relevant to the statistics (density matrix) are completely independent of the approximationsrele..vant to the dynamics (time developme nt operator or wave functions). ~
Classical Correspondence a . Classical Theories
In di sc ussi ng any quantum mechanical theory it is frequently be ne ficial to have a classical correspondence available as an aid to understanding the physical prope rti es und e rlying the mathematical description. In a class ical path de scription of lin e broade nin g, th e pe rturb ers are regarded as classical parti cles, and it th e re is littl e difficulty in uI1derstanding th e phys ical I properties of this subsyste m. The radi ato r i treated >" q ua ntu m mec hanically however, and it is useful to deve lop its classical analog to clarify the influ e nce of co lli sions on the spectral radiation.
In class ical line broade ning th eories one co nsid e rs I a class ical oscillating dipole which e mits a co ntinuou s (-wave train (referred to as the light train). The light train is described by the classical dipol e mom e nt (> d(t), and the line shape is given by a F ouri er transform of th e dipole autocorrelation fun c tion C( t ) = < dd(t) > just as in eq (7); in thi s case < ... > de notes a classical average over colli sion s. In th e Lore ntz interruption th eory (see p. 571 of re f. [16] ), ). it is ass umed that a colli sion te rminates the unperturb ed li ght tra in d(t) = d e xp (-iwot) wh ere Wo is th e unpe rturb ed freq ue ncy. The a utocorrelation fun ction is th erefore give n by,
exp (-iwot)dto, wh e re P(to) is the probability that a colli sion will occ ur afte r a ti me to, a nd U (t < to) is a step fun ctio n whi c h equals 1 before th e colli sion occ urs (i. e., wh e n t < to) a nd eq uals ze ro after th e colli sion.
Although the lin e s h a pe is not alw ays given in thi s form (cf. e q (1.2) of ref. [16] notin g that P(to) = Ve exp (-veto», the res ults a re th e sa me. In anoth e r classical theory W e isskopf, and late r Lindholm , assum ed that colli sio ns can c ha nge th e phase of th e light train [16 , 17] . The lin e shape is agai n give n by the Fourier tran sform of the li ght train autocorrelation fun c tion (see also eq (1. 13a) of ref. [16] or e q (11. small phase shifts (less than unity) have no effe ct on C (t), wher eas large phase shifts (greater than unity) destroy the phase correlation of the light train and ca use e(t) to fall to zero. This effect is only apparent after one pe rforms an average over a probability di stribution of phase shifts . To show thi s, we co nsid e r a collision which occurs in th e tim e interval (t , t +~t) a nd produ ces a phase s hift 1]0. If th e duration of thi s collision T is very s hort , T < ~t , th e n we hav e C(t + ~t ) 
(the integral from -00 to -1 is also much less than 1)
whereas th e inte gral from -1 to + 1 is o n t he ord er of unit y. Thu s, In th e qu a ntum mec ha ni cal proble m the radiators in a gas em it a se ri es of s pe ctral lines which are broadened du e to th e perturbation V. W e are usually interes ted in just one of the se broadened lin es corresponding to some given unperturbed frequen cy woo The photons which contribute to this particular lin e are e mitted in radiative transitions betwee n some parti c ular initi al a nd final energy levels of the radiator (whi c h may be perturbed). In thi s case, the light train is th e wave func tion for a photon emitted in s uc h a tra nsition; the amplitud e of th e light train gives th e proba bility of findin g a ph oto n e mitted after some tim e t. Baran ger has s hown that th e fun c ti on C(t) defin ed in e q (8) may be inte rpre ted as th e au tocorrelation fun c tion for the li ght train amplitude (see p. 498 of ref. [4] ). Thus the line s hape is obtained from the F ourie r transform of the light train autocorrela tion function ju s t as in the classical th eories.
The effects of a colli sion may be roughly divided into two categories: adiabatic and nonadiabati c. W e will di sc uss these separately although a single colli sion may hav e both effects. An adiabatic collision will simply s hift the energy leve ls th ere by produc in g a phase shift (which may be tim e de pe nde nt) in the tim e developm e nt operator T(t). Suc h colli sions will reduce th e phase correlation be twee n d (O) and d (t )= T t (t)dT(t) ju s t as th e colli sions in the classical ph ase shift theori es. A nonadiabati c collisio n will i nd uce a radiationless tran sition out of th e initial state. This type of transition usually "terminates" the pro bability that the radiator will emit a photon with a fre qu e ncy near woo However, if there is another sta te whose e ne rgy is very close to that of the initial s tate, n onadiabati c colli sions may simply produ ce tran siti ons back and forth be twee n these two s tates without completely destro yin g th e probability of e mi ssion near woo The latte r situati o n is us ually refe rred to as the problem of overlapping lin es (alth ough it is sometimes called a "phase-memory" e ffect) [18] . In a classical oscillator havin g more than one mode of oscillation, a nonadiabatic collision simply changes the oscillation from one mode to another. The Lorentz interruption theory implicitly assumes that the mode whose frequen cy is Wo is the only mode of interest and a (non adiabati c) collision terminates this mode. However, if th e re we re another mode with a frequency very close to Wo, nonadiabatic collisions could switch th e os cillator back and forth between these two modes without des troying the phase coherence of the light train (overlapping line case). For example, an oscillator in the mode Wo will have a phase wot at so me tim e t (a part (overlapping lines), we may say that the light train has retained a "memory of its initial phase." Thus we see that nonadiabatic collisions are analogous to those considered by the Lorentz interruption theory only in the case of isolated lines. In the case of overlapping lines, nonadiabatic collisions are not treated by any classical theories although the classical analog is obvious. We also note that a collision which produces both adiabatic and nonadiabatic effects cannot be conveniently treated by classical theories either.
To make our discussion of the quantum mechanical C(t) more quantitative we will consider the case of a quantitative three-state radiator having a ground state with energy Eo and two excited states with energies EI and E2• We will also assume that the ground state is not perturbed by the interaction Vet) and we use Voo= VOl = V02 =0 (as well as Vij= Vji). A generalization to more complicated cases may be achieved by means of an obvious extension of the following arguments. The time development operator for the radiator (see eq (39» will be written in an interaction representation defined by (49) where
Ta(t)=exp (-itHalh)T'(t),
and {} is the time ordering operator [19] . Notice that VOj=Vjo=O implies that Tbo=l and Tbj=TJo=O for j =;f 0; this simplification is the reason for neglecting ground state interactions.
If we are interested only in the line whose unperturbed frequency is WIO = (EI -Eo)lh, we do not need all of the terms in the trace over states of the radiator (see eq (11». We need only consider the terms
where pya) ex:: exp (-Ej kT). The natural oscillation exp (-iWlOt) in the first term may be regarded as an unperturbed light train which causes the Fourier transform of this term (eq (7» to be large in the vicinity of WIO. Thus, when calculating the line WIO WIO and W20 overlap (i.e., if their halfwidth s are on the order of (WIO -W 20». It will be s hown later in this sec-'< tion that the phase of th e off-diagonal terms such as T;2 varies according to the line spacing W12; thus when ~ the average time be twee n collisions (which is on the order of I/tlwl /2) is small co mpared with l/wl2, these off-diagonal term s will beco me important and phase memory effects (overlapping line s) will have to be considered. If WIO and W20 are isolated lin es (i.e., their halfwidths are much smaller than W12), the second term in eq (51) (as well as the off-diagonal T' matrix elements) '" may be neglected. For some lines in the microwave region it may happen that the halfwidth of WIO is on the order of WIO; in this case it would be necessary to add / the "negative resonance" terms, exp (-iWOlt) , to eq (51).
If we factor the natural oscillation out of C (t), we may write If the duration of a collision is much longer than the < time of interest, the perturber may be regarded as stationary during this time. This quasi-static approximation is frequently employed in the description of ions in a plasma [4, 6] . Such static perturbations simply add a constant to the oscillation frequencies I WIO , W2Q, etc. The influence of dynamic perturbations , .(1 for which the collision time is less than or the order of the time of interest, is obtained by calculating < T;j) and <nj).
Weare interested in the classical correspondence for the quantum mechanical C(t) primarily as an aid in establishing a criterion for the so-called strong collisions (this will be done in sec. 7.3). When a single collision is capable of reducing C( t) to zero, it is referred to as a strong collision. To study this effect < we need only consider the influence of a single collision on C (t). We will consider some particular type of collision (e.g., given values of impact parameter, velocity, etc.) which is described by the interaction potential Vet). We will assume that this is the first collision to occur after some arbitrarily chosen starting time t=O (if a collision does not reduce C(t) " to zero, it is "weak," and to find a strong collision criterion we may neglect the effects of all previous "weak" collisions). The collision will begin at some time to ~ 0, and we define a collision time T such that
V(t)=O unless to:S:;t:S:;to+T. From eq (50) we see that T' (t)=l when t < to; when t >( to+7) , we c han ge the variable of integration to tl/= (t ' -to) and obtain T'(t)=exp (itoHa/ fi)S exp (-itoH,,/fi) ,
r wheee S i, the S'mal,ix fo' lhe colli , ion,
Jo lo · (54) and ~
V(t) =exp (itHa/h)V(t+to) exp (-itHa/fi). (55) l
The co ntribution to C(t) from thi s colli sion will be call ed C (V(t), t); thi s fun ction will have th e same form as C(t) in eq (51) exce pt that th ere will be no average < ... > over collisions. To obtain C(t) we would simply average C(V(t), t) over th e colli sion parameters for th e firs t colli sion (and all s uccessive colli sions if th e firs t colli sion is not strong).
c. Isolated Lines
If th e lin es WIO and W20 are isolated, C(V(t), t) is given by kjdjodolT;i p~,,) exp (-iWlOt). In this seri es T;o = 0 (no ground s tate interaction) and T;2 is unimportant (for isolated lin es only). As me ntioned earli er, to show that T!2 is unimportant it is necessary
to average over to. This has bee n don e for the line wings in eq (19) of ref. [20] and the second term in this equation, which con tain s the off-diagonal elem e nts of th e time development operator, is negligible in the case of isolated lines (see also th e following section on overlapping lines). Usin g this fact we have Since the co mplex func tion T;I (t) ca n always be written in th e classical form exp [-i1)(t) -dt)] , th e classical correspondence for C(V(t), t) becomes ob-" vious. Collisions for whic h E = 0 are eq uivale nt to th e collision s in the classical phase s hift theories and those for which E 2: 1 are equivale nt to the non adiabatic colli sions in th e Lore ntz th eo ry. To illustrate the functional form of Yf and E, we will evaluate T; I (t), for t > (to+7), to lowest order in V(t). We will use VII = V22 = 0 since V has no diagonal matrix elements in most problems (i.e., V usually has non vanishing matrix elements only between states with different ~ angular momenta). Using eqs (53), (54), and (55) we obtain and th e n take the limit 0 ~ O. The justification for this procedure is the " radiation damping" which produces the natural lin e width (see sec. l3.A of ref. [3] ). In this mann e r we obtain
T;I(t)=1-h-2 !oT J: VI2(t+tO)V21(t'+tO) exp {iAE21 (t ' -t)/fi}dt' dt
These res ults may be s ummarized by where and
Notice that if the pert'!.rbation is not strong e nough to mix adjacent levels , V21 ~ AE21 , then E ~ 1 and we ha ve only a phase shift. That is, all colli sion s are adiabatic if V21 ~ !:J.E21. If adjace nt levels are mixed, we will have phase s hifts produced by slow (adiabatic) colli sion s and inelastic tran sition s produced by fast (nonadiabati c) colli sions. For a seri es of collision s which do not overlap in time (or for which thi s overlap is negligible) th e classical form is preserved and the ne t result is a phase s hift 1) and a dampin g E which are obtained by adding up th e phase s hifts and damping cons tants from each of th e colli sion s. When two colli s ion s overla p, quantum mec hani cal mixing effects occur and the classical form is destroyed.
d. Overlapping Lines
If the lin es WIO and Wzo are not isolated we must consider all terms in eq (51):
C(V(t), t) a: [PldrOT;, +pzdzodo,T;z] exp (-iwlot)
The PI T; I term gives the probability that a radiator initially in the state EI will remain in that state after a time t; the P2T;Z term gives the probability that a radia-tor initially in the state E2 will make a radiationless transition to E, during the time t; together these two terms describe the probability, at the time t, that a rildiator will emit a photon with a frequency near WIO. The remaining te rms in eq (63) describe the probability of emission near W 20 (we mu st co nsider these term s when the lin es WIO and W 20 overlap).
When t < to, the radiator is unperturbed he nce T; I = T~2 = 1 and T;2 = T~, "= 0; in this case, C (V( t), t)
When th e colli s ion occ urs, we get a probability for switching betwee n the modes WIO and W20 as discussed earlier; that is, T; 2 and T~, increase in amplitude while T; I and T~2 decrease. To show this effect, we will calculate the T ' matrix elements for t > (to + T).
The condition for overlapping lines is (tlE2t!h)
::s tlWI /2; since we may identify tlWI /2 with Ve where (I/ve) is the mean free time between collisions and since T is usually much less than I/ve (at least for strong collisions), we must have (tlE2 IT/h )~ 1. Noting the results of eqs (57) and (58), we see that when (M2I T/h) ~ 1, the 5 matrix elements may easily be evaluated to all orders with the following res ults: 5 
=521 =-i sin (V2IT/h).
(64)
Using eqs (55), (63), and (64) we may give_an explicit expression for C(V(t), t) in terms of (V2IT/h). To simplify the following dis c ussion we will use C(V(t), t) =CI(V(t) , t)+C2(V(t), t), where C I (V(t), t) ex: PI [dio ex p (-iw,ot) cos (f/12T/h)
and C2(V(t), t) contains the two P2 terms in eq (63). (C2 may be obtained by interchanging the indices 2 and 1 in CI .) We will discuss only CI since the inter· pretation of C2 is obviously identical.
CI (V(t), t) describes the behavior of a radiator which was initially in the state E,. Before the collision and after the collision, t > to + T, C I is given by eq (65) .
cos 2 (V2IT/h) gives the probability that the radiator will be in the state E, after the collision, and sin 2 (V2IT/fi) gives th e probability that the collision will induce a radiationless transition to the state E2 • If (f/12T/fi) = (71"/2), the collision will definitely cause a transition to E2 and we would have
after the collision. Equation (67) describ es a light train for the line W20 with a phase shift W21 to jus t as in the classical oscillator discussed earlier (the factor dlO/ d20 represents the arbitrary initial phase difference between the two modes as well as an ampli· tude difference if one should exist). This result is identical with the result for a two mod e classical oscillator because, when (f/12T/h j eq ual s some odd multiple of (71"/2), there is 9.efinitely a c han ge of mode; for other values of (V12 T/fi ), th e quantum mechanical "i expression, eq (65), shows only a probability for this J mode switching effect. Notice that the mode switching or phase-memory effects are described by the offdiagonal T' matrix elements. These off·diagonal elements were not needed in the description of isolated lines because the average phase shift W21 to is greater than unity (recall that the average value of to is the mean free time (1/ ve) which is estimated by I/tlw, /2) and these ele me nts vanish after the to average. In the case of overlapping lines, C(V(t), t) does not have the simple classical form which was obtained for isolated lines. In this case we would average C(V(t), t) over collision parameters by defining a quantity E = (V12T/fi) and a function peE) which gives the probability that the collision will produce a (VI2T/fi) whose magnitude is E. The average over
C(V(t), t) contains terms like f peE) cos EdE and f peE) s in EdE.
If peE) does not vary rapidly then we may say that collisions for which E > 1 effectively terminate the wave train (this argument is analogous to the treatment of large phase shifts in the classical theories). In discussing the approximations relevant to the density matrix and the wave functions, our general procedure will be to show that each approximation breaks down only durin g a "strong collision." It is thus convenient at d this dPoint to clarfjify °hurdmeaning )1 of strong collisions an to iscuss brie y t e ynamics of certain types of collisions.
In the previous section it was shown that each collision produces a phase shift and changes the amplitude of the light train. In this manner, a series of collisions will eventually destroy the correlation between d(t) and d(O) and reduce C(t) to zero. It may happen that a single collision is capable of reducing C(t) to zero; such an event is defined to be a strong collision. From the results of the previous section we see that a strong collision is one which produces a large phase shift, 'I) > 1, or a large decrease in amplitude, E > 1. Such collisions terminate the light train and therefore satisfy the hypotheses of the Lore ntz inte rruption theory when E > 1, or Weisskopfs phase shift theory wh en 'I) > 1. The general program of classical path theories is to describe all "' .' 1 but the stron g collisions assuming that these will be treated by some other method such as a Lorentz-I Weisskopf approximation [2IJ.
From the results of the previous section, we see that I a strong collision will occur when (68) unless the lev~l s pac in g is gr~ater than V (cf eq. (61) using 11£21 > V2l ). If ~E2 1 > V21 we must replace th e V in eq (68) by Vcrr = ~1/11£21; in thi s case, Veff i the actual perturbati on of the radiator since we have used V I I = O. It is in thi s sense that we use eq (68) as a working definition of strong collisions. It should be noted that our definiti o n of a strong collision as one which te rminate s th e light train is basically equivale nt to the strong collisions in the impact th eory [21] whi c h are said to occur when the term s in th e S-matrix expansion (see e q (54» are on the order of unity or larger.
Most classical potential fun c tion s are inv e rsely proportional to some power of the pe rturber position where vo is the velocity at the ti me of closes t approach. It can be shown by a rather le ngthy analysis of hyperbolic trajectories, that thi s estimate is valid e ven whe n the radiator is an ion which accelerates a charged perturber.
If the radiator is electrically neutral, we may esti- where Z,. and Z" denote the charge of the radiator and perturbe r respectively.
Validity Criteria
General
An expression for th e " th ermal average" has been derived, eq (47), using a classical path treatment. This expression, or one like it, is the starting point ? for most of the mode rn se miclassical line broadening theories and it may be regarded as the end result of .. the classical path approxim ation. It is therefore worthwhile to examine th e validity criteria for this expression. It has been shown that the classical path approximation, as it is use d in line broadening theories, actually embodies several types of approximations. >-As we have stated them , they may be roughly divided into three classes; (1) the representation of th e ga by a colle c tion of noninteracting cells, (2) sim pl i fi cat ions of the density matrix , and (3) a classical treatm e nt of the perturber wave functions.
In order to justify the mathematical model whi c h is used by most line broadening theories, we hav e assumed that the average spacing between radiators is large e nou g h that all direct and indirect interactions be twee n radiators are ~egli gibl e. (By indirect interactions we mean that one radiator may influence a perturber which is interacting with another radiator.) It is probably pos s ibl e to ju stify the mathematical model with more relaxed assumptions, however, sin ce our assumptions are sati s fi ed for virtually all problems of inte rest, thi s may not be ne cessary. For reso nan ce broadening in ne utral gases, this approximation may have to be reconsid ered.
It should b e noted that th e radiator Hamiltonian H" s hould describe tran slati onal motion of th e radiators as well as their inte rnal stru c ture (i. e., bound states). In practice, however, one us uall y neglec ts thi s tra nslational motion and calc ulates only the discrete spec· trum. This proce dure neglec ts Doppler shifts which also broad e n a giv e n lin e. The Dopple r broadening may be reinstated , in an approximate manner , by means of convolution integral s [6] . This folding proce dure should be valid if the radiators trajectory , during the time of interest, is not appreciably altered by collisions with other particles. For most plasma line broadening problems this criterion is well satisfied however, for some foreign gas broadening problems one may have to treat Doppler effects more carefully.
Density Matrix
The approximations relevant to the de nsity matrix are for th e purpos e of achieving a product form, e q (8), whi c h permits us to fa ctor th e trace operations, as in eq (11), and thereby perform the average over perturber states without affectin g th e s um over states of the radiator. In this weak coupling approximation, the subsystems are statistically ind epe nd e nt and this is what is meant by the neglect of bac k reaction as it applies to th e statistics (density matrix). This approximation has been made by r eplacin g th e term exp {-V/kT} in the Boltzmann fac tor by unity; that is, we have assumed that all V matrix elements (or at least those which pertain to the s pectral line of inte rest) will satisfy V ~ kT. It should be noted that in obtaining this inequality we have tacitly assumed that the radiators and perturbers are in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T. For many line broadening experiments, however, the radiators and perturbers have different temperatures. Nonetheless, if the perturbers are in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T,,, the weak coupling approximation will still be valid for V ~ kTp and the perturber statistics will be desc rib ed by a Boltzmann factor as in eq (47). In such a case, the statistical weights for the atomic states (matrix elements of pta)~ would be determine d from the rate equations which describe the population and depop ulation of atomic levels. We will hen ceforth take v ~ kT, where T is the perturber temperature, as the validity criterion for the weak coupling approximation_ It is obvious that this inequality will be violated for some interactions, however, it will be shown that the errors made by this approximation are important only in the far wings of a line where h!::.w 2: kT_ If the perturbation V 2: kT is produced by a static ion (one which does not move appreciably during the time of interest, see eq (52)) in a plasma, the Stark splitting is on the order of kT, and it is immediately obvious that this will influence only the far wings, !::.w > kT/h, of a line_ When the perturbation V> kT is produced during a collision with a dynamic perturber (we will consider electrons as representatives of dynamic perturbers), the radiator-Qerturber separation must be on the order of 1I. av =hlV 3mkT (the thermal wavelength, or average de Broglie wavelength, for the perturber) or smaller [22] _ Using V= kT, PO=--Xav and Vo = Vav in eq (68), we see that, for neutral radiators, V 2: kT can occur only during a strong collision (for most neutral radiators the energy spacing between adjacent states is less than kT and it is not necessary to consider Verr as discussed in sec_ 7_3)_ If a charged perturber collides with an oppositely charged radiating ion, it will be accelerated by the Coulomb attraction Vo, hence vo>vav . Using V=kT, po=1\a:;, and Vo = vav(volvav ) in eq (68), we find that (V Tlh) is on the order of (vavlvo), which is less than L Thus, in this case, V 2: kT need not correspond to a strong collision. In a collision involving a radiating ion and a charged perturber of like sign, the perturber will be decelerated, and it is unlikely that it will come close enough to the radiator to produce V 2: kT.
To show this, we note that" the smallest value of po given by eq (70) is (2e 2 1 mpo) = v~v or po = X, av(2e 2 Ih) V m/3kT; in order that po be on the order of 'Xav, it is necessary that T be larger than 10 8 deg K.
Regarding C(t) as a weighted sum of d·d(t) terms as discussed in section 7.1, it is clear that the approximate density matrix p(a)p(p) will incorrectly weight only those d· d(t) terms which correspond to a radiator initially undergoing a V 2: kT collision (i.e., the density matrix weights each term according to the state at t = 0). This does not preclude the possibility that V 2: kT collisions may occur at later times, t> 0, in the remaining, correctly weighted, d -d (t) terms. Such events will indeed occur, however, they are determined by the dynamics of the system and this has no connection with the statistical weighting (density matrix) of the corresponding initial states. If we define a collision frequency IIkT for the V 2: kT collisions then the probability that such a collision will occur within a time T of t=O is Vk' rr. The number of incorrectly weighted d· d (t) terms will therefore be vk'/'TNT, where NT is the total number of terms. The number of correctly weighted terms will be (1-VkTT)NT, and the error resulting from the use of the weak coupling density matrix will be on the order of vk'/'TI (1-V/,'/T).
Since the duration, T, of a V 2: kT collision will be much smaller than the time between such collisions, we may replace (1-Vk'l'T) by 1 and the error estimate 
This condition was also obtained by Baranger [5, 23] within the framework of a quantum mechanical impact < theory. We note, in passing, that the region of validity for the impact approximation is given ToAw ~ 1
where TO is some representative collision time (see sec_ 5.1 of ref. [4] ). Since To2:' hlkT, 'we may state that when the impact approximation is valid the weak coupling density matrix may be used; the converse of this statement is not necessarily true.
-:1
Wave Functions
The dynamics of the system are needed only to calculate d(t) from d(O) for each given initial state; this requires a knowledge of T(t) but not 'I'(R, x, t).
Th a t is, in ce we are working with a trace, eq (8) , it is not necessary to know the wave fun c tion s 'II(R, x, t) for the system (although it is necessa ry to de fin e a set of basis functions). Semiclassi cal ap proximations have been made in th e wave fun c tio ns / simply to permit the use of a class ica l pote ntial fun ction , VU)(R, xli), y(i), t), in the tim e de ve lop me nt • o pe rator. Th ese semiclassical approximations, which are th e hallmark of the classical path approximation, permit a s imple physical interpretation of th e dynamics of the sys tem. More pow e rful quantum mec hani cal trea tm ents are available [3, 4] ; howe ver , in ma ny ~ cases, the results of thes e th eories differ only sli ghtly from th e classical path-treatment and th e physical ins ight afforded by the latter is frequently advantageous. Th e wave packet assumption was used to obtain th e relation VCR, x)CP (i)(x , t)= VU)(R, x (i), y (i), t)cp(i)(x, t), (72) wh ere VIi) is a classical fun c ti on of th e classical position an d ve loc ity coordin a tes x U) and y (i). VCR, x ) can be ex pressed as a s um of inter acti ons VCR , Xj) betwee n th e radiator and eac h perturber (recall th a t x = (XI , X z, . . • X N )), th us we need only req uire that wh e n VCR, Xj) .,e 0 in orde r to obtain eq (72). Messiah [24] has shown that eq (73) is obtained if th e perturber is represe nted by a classical wave pack e t [25, 26] and if the pote nti al fi eld seen by the perturber does not vary appreciably (as compared with :, the pe rturbe rs kin eti c e ne rgy) over the width of th e wav e packet. The condition s for validity of eq (73) are di scussed in de tail by Messiah and we shall only outline thi s di sc ussion as it applies to our proble m. W e mu s t s how; (1) that it is po ssible to construct a wave pac ke t which does not overlap with th e wave fun c tions for . the othe r particles, (2) that thi s wave packet does not spread appreciably durin g a colli sion (i. e_, wh e n VC R , x j) is nonze ro) , and (3) that the potential see n by the perturbe r does not vary appreciably over th e width of a wav e packe t. The pote ntial see n by the perturbers ma y be obtained by iteratin g th e Schrodinger eq uati ons for Xli) and cp(i) to the nex t hi ghe r .. order as di sc ussed in sec tion 5. This potential will be the matrix elements of VC R , x) be tween atomi c s tates or , in so me cases, it will b e Verr as disc ussed in section 7-3, (or some other type of optical potential)
[27l The mome ntum of a perturber moving in the potential VCR, x) is given by p=v'2m(E-V) ,
where E denotes the perturber energy. From this expression we see that IIp=mIlV/p, where IIp and Il V denote the variation in p and V over the width of a wave pac ke t. The condition that IlV «i p2/2m is thus equivalent to
whic h is the usual condition for validity of WKB calc ulations (see eq (7.13) of ref. [28] notin g th a t 'A (dp/dx) may be replaced by IIp). We will assume for th e mome nt th a t thi s inequality can be satisfied, and it will be s how n that the other validity conditions are easily me l. We wish to represent those pe rturbers which are not interactin g with the radiator by Gaussian wavepackets of width Ilxg and momentum spread Ilpg «i Pa y at so me in stant of time_ For this wave packe t construction we mu st require that Il xy be much less than the average pa rticle s pacin g n-1I3 (n is the perturber density) so th a t the wave pac ke ts do not overlap.
Using Il xgllpg = h (for a Ga ussian wave packet), we see that the conditi on Ilpy «i Pay also requires Il x y ~ h /Pa v = ;(av-We mu s t the refore be a ble to sati sfy.
(75)
For virtually all proble ms of interest we have 'i\av «i n-1I3 , he nce it will be possible to co nstru ct Gaussia n wav e packe ts for the overwhelming maj orit y of perturbers at some instant of time.
Since static perturbers (e.g_, ions in a pl as ma) are regarded as stationary during the time of interest, it is only necessary that they be represe nted by wave packe ts at some instant of time. As discusse d above, thi s will be possible for th e overwhelming majority of perturbers if 1\av «i n -l/3. The tre atm e nt of stati c pe rturb ers will be disc us sed furthe r in II and for th e re mainde r of this section we will co nsider only dynami c pe rturbers.
During a collision a wave pac ke t will ge ne rally inc rease both its width, Ilx, and its mome ntum spread , IIp. If IIp «i P (or IlV < V/2m, which will be verified shortly) , th e inc rease in mome ntum spread will be negligibl e, and for a colli sion of duration T= PO/VO, th e wave packe t will in crease its width to a maXllTIUm of Ilx,= (llx+Tllp/m). T o pre vent overlap with th e radiators wave function durin g the colli sion Ilx, s hould sati sfy (Il x, + Ro) < Po, whe re Ro de notes the effective "exte nt" of the perturber wave function_ Usin g T= po/vo and I1p «i p, we see thal (Tilp /m ) «i po hence we need onlv re quire (Ilx + Ro ) < po.
For a colli SIOn involving a ne utral radiator the pe rturber mome ntum may be take n to be Pay, hence we may use Ilx = Ilxg and IIp = Ilpy (whi c h will then sati sfy IIp «i p). Since tl.x may be within an order of magnitude of i\dv (and still satisfy Ilx ~ "Xav), we may obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the overlap condition , (Ilx + Ro) < po, by considering (i\av + Ro) < poIf Ro :S 1(av, the wave functions will overlap only whe n po 'S. "Xav , and for neutral radiators , this produces a strong collision (see sec_ 8.2). If Ro ~ 1\av, a more detailed analysis of the perturbation potential is required; as an example we will consider th e Stark broadening interaction, V = e2Ro/p~, for whi c h (Vr/h) = (Ro/po)(ez/hv av ). Since (e 2 /hv av ) 2: 1 for temperatures of 1()6 K or less (for elec tron perturb e rs), we see that the overlap co ndition , Ro > po, is violated only during a strong colli s ion. Thus, for ne utral radia-tors, the wave functions will overlap only during a strong collision. In the case where a radiating ion accelerates a charged perturber the deBroglie wavelength of the perturber is decreased, 'Xo = h / mvo < J\av' If Vo is not much larger than V av , there is essentially no difference between this case and the neutral radiator discussed above. If Vo ~ Vav the situation is somewhat different.
In this case the perturber will come very close to the radiator and it is ne cessary to construct the initial wave packe t with a width ~x much smaller than J\av. Since 1\.0 ~ J\a v, we construct the wave packet so that ~x > Xo which, using ~x~p 2: h, implies that ~p < po.
Such a wave packet will not hold together very long , however, it will hold together for a time on the order of T= po/vo which is all that is required by eq (73).
In this case we will have 1\0 ~ Ro and the wave func· tions will overlap when po :S Ro. The 
It is also interesting to note that the perturbers will look like classical particles as they pass the radiator only if ~x ~ x and ~p ~ p; using ~x~p = Ii, we again obtain the inequality h < mpovo or l> 1. We note further that ~l = ± 1 in a dipole transition, thus ~l < l and it is in this sense that the angular mom entum of a perturber is conserved during a colli sion, as it must be if we are to use classical mechanics to describe the perturbers.
We have now shown that the validity criteria for the use of classical wavepac ke ts are all easily satisfied if ~p ~ p , or equivalently, ~V ~ p2/2m. That is, the esse ntial validity criterion for the classical wave· packets is the same as the condition for validity of a WKB calculation. This was also noted by Baranger [4] who found that the results of a quantum mechanical impact theory reduce to the classical path results when a WKB treatment of the wave functions is employed.
To show that th e condition ~V < p2/2 m is satisfied we note that V in creases monotonically as the radiator· perturber separation is d ecrease d , thu s ~V ,;;; V and it is sufficient to show that V < p2 /2 m. Again V may be replaced by Veff if V is not strong e nough to mix adjacent states. Using p2/2m= mvU2 , T = po/vo, and l = mpovo/Ii, we obtain (VT/hL) < 1.
(77) Noting eqs (68) and (76), it is clear that this inequality can be violated only during a strong collision (recall that l ::;; 1 produces a strong collision).
Equation (73) requires that a perturber be repre· sented by a wave packet when it collides with the radiator. If we let <p~~)P. (xJ denote a Gaussian wave packet for the jth particle then the wave function <pU )(xj, t) = Tit)<p(i)(xj, 0), where Tj is the time development operator for this particle, will be a Gaussian packet at some time tj if we construct <p(i)(Xj, 0) such that
In this manner we can arrange the wave function <p(i)(x, t) = I1j<p (i)(xj, t) in such a way that all particles which collide with the radiator during the time of interest are represented by Gaussian wavepackets at the time of their collision. In general these particles will not be represented by wavepacke ts before or after their collisions, but this does not matter as far as eq (73) is co ncerned.
We have now shown that it is possible to represent the perturbers by. classical wavepackets as required by eq (73) unl ess a strong collision occurs (in which case we do not use wavepackets). It is interesting to note that it may be possible to treat some strong collisions by classical path methods. That is, eq (77) could be satisfied whe n (VT/Ii) 2: 1 if l is sufficien tly large. If one wished to do this , it would be necessary to reexamine the validity criteria in more detail. For the purposes of this paper, however, it is su fficient to state that the use of classical wave packets is justified for all collisions which are not strong collisions.
An Approximate Classical Potential
Although we have justified the use of a classical potential as given by eq (73), we have not yet specified its functional form. If back reaction effects in <p(i) are negligible, the potential V(i) will result from a perturber passing by the radiator on a straight line trajectory (or a hyperbola if both radiator and perturber are charged particles). If back reaction effects are important, the trajectory will be a rather compli cated function of velocity, acceleration, etc. A wavepacket formed by WKB calculation s (the iterative procedure discussed in sec. 5) may be > abl e to account for th e tru e classical trajectory, howeve r, the perturber wave function cpr;) would no lon ger be an Hp e ige nfun c tion. While this may not matter for so m e sca tte ring problems, it makes a gr eat deal of di ffe re nce in line broadening.
In sec tion 6 we use d the fact that cp(i ) is an Hp eigenfunctio n to obtain the classical energy e xpression E)}J(x(i ), v (i)) in eq (44). If the perturber wave fun c tion
were not an e nergy eigenfunction, the perturbe r de nsity matrix would not be "diagonal in wave pac ke t states " and the average over perturber states, e q (41), would be intractable in a wave packe t represe ntation.
W e must therefore show: (1) that cp(i) may be an Hp eigenfunction (i.e., back reaction e ffects in cp(i) are negligible), and (2) that the e ne rgy e ige nvalu es may be represented by E(~) (xU), v( i)) as s tated in eq (44)_ Since e nergy eigenvalu es are not time depe nde nt , we need on ly show that E\jl re prese nts th e Hp e ige nvalue at so me instant of time. Thi s problem is esse ntially the same as eq (73) except that all perturbers mu s t be represe nted by classical wav e pac ke ts at so me in s tant. S in ce we have a large numb er of perturbers in our sys tem (a cell), there will always be so me wave fun c ti o ns which overlap; however, for virtually all problems of interes t we have -Kav ~ 11 -1 / 3 and it is possible to co nstru c t wa~e packets for th e overwhelming majority of perturbers at so me in stant of time (cf. eq (75)) . It is in this se nse that eq (44) is satisfied. To show that back reaction effects in cp(i) are negligible, we co nsider the perturbation 0iJ (x(O, v (i), t)
which results when a perturber moves past a neutral radiator on a straight lin e trajectory (th e trajectory will be a h yperbola if both perturber and radiator are c harged particles). Th e true perturber trajec tory will deviate from a straight line (or hyperbola) because of accelerations (bac k reaction) resulting from th e potential V seen by the perturbers (thi s potential may be Veff as discussed in sec. 7.3). The approximate trajectory will be valid if this deviation doe s not apprec iably alter the potential V(i) seen by the radiator during .the collision (i. e., during the tim e T = po/vo, or the tIm e of interest l/llw, if thi s s hould be shorte r). ~(I) is influenced by the perturber trajectory through Its depen de nce on r (t), the positio n of the pe rturbe r a t the tim e t. If th e deviation, Ilr-(t) , produce d by the perturbation is small e nough that r et) + Ilr(t) = r (t), the approxi m ate traj ectory will provide a good estima te of th e true perturbation potential (whether the radiator is a n ion or a n e utral). where T= pol Vo, l = mpovo/ h, and l > 1. Thi s res ult s hows that (Ilr/ r) ~ 1 unless a strong collision occ urs. The above argument shows that the approxim a te trajec tory is valid (unless a strong collision occ ur ) for elastic collisions. If an inelastic collision s hould occ ur, th e radiator and perturber will exchange an amount of e nergy 1lE. This will produce a sudden c han ge in th e perturber velocity, IlE = mvllv which will.give rise to a deviation Ilr ~ Tllv in the trajec tory.
Agalll uSln g To = po/vo, l=mvopo/h , and l> 1, we obtain Ilr Il v IlE TilE TilE -~-=-I-. )=-< -.
r Vo 2m Vii fil h ~n sec tion 7.2 it was s hown that th e probability for Inela s t ic tran s iti o ns is esse nti a lly zero unless (TilE/h) :S 1 (for a more de tailed treatment see ref.
[30]) .
• Thu s th e approximate trajectory is valid for both e lasti c and inelastic colli s io ns.
It is in~e re~tin g to note, that th e c hange in th e perturbers klll e ti c e ne rgy durin g the co lli sion is a s mall fraction of its total kin e ti c e ne rgy.
. Summary and Comments
It has bee n found that if th e approximations whi c h are use d in th e class ica l path treatment of lin e bro ade nin g break down , th e n a s tron g colli sion, de fin e d by e q (68), is occurin g. It s hould be note d that the co nver se of thi s s tate me nt is not necessarily true ; that is, it may be poss ible to exte nd the c lass ical path treatment of some problems into th e region where (VT/h) = 1. In thi s case the validity co nditi ons mus t be co nsidered in more de tail.
In the a ppli catio n of c lassical pa th met hods, st rong colli sions ar e us ually treated by inte rruptio n approxiation s based on th e Lorentz-Weisskopf theory; the lI1f1u e nce of all other colli s io ns is evaluate d by means of the time de velopm e nt operator n,o(t) as di scussed in sec tion 6.
In section 8.4 it was shown that bac k reaction effects on the. penurber trajectory are negligibl e whenever a classical path calculation is justifie d. That is, th e validity criteria for the us e of classical wave pac kets break down at th e same time as (o r in so me cases before) th e validity condition s for th e use of unperturbed trajectories.
It was noted that our defi ni ti on of s trong collisions eq (68), is esse ntially the same as the result obtained by se ttin g th e lead te rms in an S-matrix expansion to unity. However, using this S-matrix expansion until the lead te rm s are o n th e order of unity may be a very poo~· ap proximation of the S-matrix; indeed, most errors attribu te d to str ong collisions s te m from thi s seri es approximation. To avoid possible confusion, we wish to emphas ize that this approximation concerning the ~-ma trix is not part of the classical path approximatIOn and any errors res ultin g from it have no bearinoon the validity of classical path method s . It is therefo r~ qUit.e. po ssible to improve upon th ese so-called s tron g collIsIOn problems within th e fram ewo rk of th e c lass ical path approach. The series approximation has been
